
  

 

 

1. Three course lunch at Gordon Ramsay’s Savoy Grill for Two. Donated by Fundment.  

 

 
 

2. Signed England Rugby shirt from 2017/18 Autumn series. Donated by Quilter. 

 

 
 

3. One hour Loch Lomond cruise for four people on The Celtic Warrior. Donated by Cameron 

House Hotel. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

THE LIFESEARCH  

ROCK FOR UKRAINE 

CHARITY AUCTION 

WITH TOM BAIGRIE  

 

 

 



 

 

4. Rugby ball signed by members of the current Scotland rugby squad. Donated by Scottish Rugby. 

 

 
 

5. 15-year-old double cask Macallan Highland Single Malt Whisky. Donated by Nucleus. 

 

 
 

6. Afternoon Tea for two at The Ritz. Donated by Morningstar Managed Portfolios. 

 

 
 

7. Fortnum & Mason Grosvenor Hamper. Donated by Morningstar Wealth Platform.  

 

  

 



  
8. Casual Hospitality for two at the world-famous Melrose Sevens. Donated by the lang cat. 

 

 
 

9. A summer day’s fly fishing (with the auctioneer) on the river Kennet at Craven Lodge Fisheries 

near Newbury, as pretty a stretch of trout-filled chalk stream as you could ever wish for. Tuition 

can be arranged. Donated by Tom Baigrie. 

 

 
 

AND THE BIG ONE – KINDLY DONATED BY PARMENION 

10. Goodwood Revival Hospitality 2023 for two on day 3, Sunday 10 September 

 

 
 



 

 

 

The next two amazing items of art, very kindly donated by Marlene Outrim of 

Uniq Family Wealth, are pretty special. These exquisite pieces both have 

reserves, but are worth much more. If you’re an art collector, you’re going to 

love these opportunities! 

Alioune Ba was born in 1959 in Bamako, the capital of Mali in the North-Western part of 

Africa. During his childhood his parents encouraged him to study hard and to finish both 

primary and secondary school and the importance of education is a topic that has stayed 

close to his heart ever since.  

Working primarily in monochrome, Ba’s photographic practice is different from his Malian 

contemporaries and often described as intimate and poetic. Through the work cataloguing 

for Musée National du Mali, he often had to focus on minute details to describe the 

importance of an artefact. This attention to the detail became essential to Ba’s oeuvre as he 

developed his practise. Ba realised that the traditional composition of showing people in full 

figure, distracted the viewer, who tended to focus on the face or the pose of the person.  

In Ba’s work here, it is a detail that gets the centre stage, a delicate hand in a white beautiful 

laced sleeve, a silver ring, a threaded bracelet or the old feet of a gardener. 

Since Ba’s first exhibition in 1987, the artist’s photographic work has been widely and 

internationally exhibited. His inclusion in the Bamako Biennale in 1994 led to discovery and 

Ba hereafter went on to exhibit at FNAC Paris and The French Cultural Centre. His work has 

been included in several literature, including publications by Aperture. Ba works and lives in 

Bamako, Mali. 

(Reserve £200 – Frame dimensions approx. 53cm x 41cm)  

 



  
Glenn Ibbitson is based in Newcastle Emlyn. He is best known as a realistic figure painter. Experience 
as a scenic artist, at the BBC and in the film industry, provided opportunities for him to practice 
trompe-l’oeil techniques on an industrial scale. Such visual subterfuge has guided his subsequent 
painting activity in a wide range of media. 
 
‘Consignment’ is a multi-media project in which the compositional device of tightly enclosing the 
figure within the picture frame’s confines is employed to represent human trafficking and 
extraordinary rendition. The project eventually comprised more than 260 individual works. 
  
The ‘Target’ series is a response not only to conventional state surveillance [comprehensive CCTV 
systems employed in the ‘free’ West] but also to the various methods and algorithms employed by 
various corporations to analyse an individual’s online data and activities, to create a profile which 
may have profound social and economic consequences unforeseen by that individual. 
 
(Reserve £500 - Others in this series are on sale for up to £1,750 – dimensions approx. 69cm x 56cm) 
 

 


